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The elasti onstant (C11 C12 )/2 of skutterudite ompound PrFe4 P12
has been studied in a magneti eld. A remarkable softening towards
low temperatures appeared only in applied magneti eld. Its magnitude
rea hes a value of about 10 % in magneti eld of 8 T. The results onrm that the non-Kramers doublet ground state of the Pr ion is realized in
PrFe4 P12 and indi ate that the magneti eld helps to stabilize the nonKramers doublet state.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 71.70.Ch, 75.30.Mb

Sin e the dis overy of the extraordinary heavy fermion (HF) state in
skutterudite ompound PrFe4 P12 , a me hanism of its formation is one of
the most intriguing problems [1℄. Re ent experimental results of PrFe4 P12
indi ate that a value of the ee tive mass ratio rea hes about 80. Dierent from the onventional magneti Kondo ee t seen in Ce- and Yb-based
ompounds, non-Krammers doublet (magneti singlet ground state) is realized in Pr and U-based ompounds, and it leads to form the heavy quasiparti les, so- alled two hannel Kondo-ee t [2℄. So far, Ux Th1 x Ru2 Si2 ,
UBe13 , Y1 x Ux Pd3 and PrInAg2 are onsidered to be the andidate om
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pound [3-6℄. Two hannel Kondo-ee t was predi ted theoreti ally by Cox
, and Koga et al., in whi h 3 non-Krammers doublet plays a ru ial
role, and 3 should be a ground state of the multiplet split by rystalline
ele tri eld (CEF) for the formation of the HF state [2,7℄. However, the
origin of the HF behavior with non-Krammers doublet has not been laried
yet. Re ently, PrFe4 P12 has been as ribed to this group. Several interesting
physi al properties are reported in PrFe4 P12 [8-9℄. The de Haasvan Alphen
ee t, spe i heat, thermal ondu tivity and ele tri resistivity measurements indi ate the heavy fermion behavior marked by a large -value with
logarithmi temperature (T ) dependen e. The 3 non-Krammers doublet realized as the CEF-ground state of the Pr ion in PrFe4 P12 was also proposed
by our group [10℄. However, observed elasti softening in (C11 C12 )/2 in
zero eld was mu h smaller than that seen in onventional rare-earth ompounds in whi h the 3 non-Krammers doublet is realized. The magneti
entropy of PrFe4 P12 rea hes Rln2 at 5.2 K and Rln3 at 6.4 K. This is in onsistent with our result; about the 3 non-Krammers doublet ground state.
Another feature of PrFe4 P12 is a remarkable phase transition o urring at
6.4 K where a lear anomaly is observed in spe i heat, ele tri resistivity,
magneti sus eptibility, elasti onstant and so on [8-10℄. However, a magneti transition was ex luded be ause no magneti Bragg peak was observed
below 6.4 K [11℄. There are some s enarios to explain this transition su h as
quadrupolar ordering, nesting and so on until now [12℄. However, the de isive interpretation has not been found yet. This is still an open problem. In
this paper we fo us our interest on the nature of the 4f -ground state of the
Pr ion in PrFe4 P12 and report the magneti -eld dependen e. The phase
transition at 6.4 K is not dis ussed here. We will report on it in a separate
paper. We point out that the elasti softening is enhan ed and its behavior
returns to the onventional one only in applied magneti eld. Spe i ally,
we on entrate on larifying the physi al interpretation of this phenomenon
and establish the magneti phase diagram.
et al.

The single rystal of PrFe4 P12 was grown by the tin-ux method. The
sample with re tangular shape of 2:2  2:3  2:8 mm3 for the ultrasoni
measurement was prepared. In order to observe the ultrasoni pulse e hoes
with an exponential de ay, we polished arefully the surfa es of sample to
be parallel. The LiNbO3 transdu ers for the generation and dete tion of
the sound waves with frequen ies 510 MHz were bonded on the surfa es
of the sample by an elasti polymer Thiokol. The sound-wave velo ity v
was dete ted by an ultrasoni apparatus based on the phase- omparison
method. The magneti eld up to 8 T was generated by a super ondu ting
magnet. In the estimation of the elasti onstant C = dv 2 , the mass density
d = 5:14 g/ m3 derived from the latti e onstant a = 7:80 Å of the present
sample of PrFe4 P12 is used.
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Fig. 1(a) shows the temperature dependen e of the elasti onstant
(C11 C12 )/2 in zero eld and the magneti eld of 8 T along the h110i axis.
This rystallographi axis is perpendi ular to the fa e where the transdu er is
bonded. In the magneti elds, the elasti softening of (C11 C12 )/2 be omes
larger and the onventional softening towards low temperatures appears.
With the applied magneti elds, the transition temperature disappears.
A magnitude of the softening rea hes almost 10 % in the magneti eld of
8 T. Fig. 1(b) shows the magneti eld dependen e of (C11 C12 )/2 at the
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Fig. 1. (a) Temperature dependen e of the elasti onstant (C11 C12 )/2 in the
magneti elds of 0 T and 8 T along the h110i axis. (b) the magneti eld dependen e of the elasti onstant (C11 C12 )/2 at the sele ted temperatures along the
h110i axis. The transition points are indi ated by arrows.

sele ted temperature. An abrupt de rease is observed on the boundary of
the obtained ordered phase. This transition eld shifts to lower elds with
the in reasing temperature. From these results, ombined with the previous
magnetization measurement [13℄, the (H -T ) phase diagram is derived as
shown in Fig. 2. As suggested in the previous papers [10, 14℄, non-Kramers
doublet 3 is most favorable to explain the obtained behavior although the
result of the entropy is in onsistent with it. If the non-Kramers doublet 3
is realized as the CEF-ground state of the Pr ion, the elasti softening is
expe ted in (C11 C12 )/2, but not in C44 . It is be ause (C11 C12 )/2 has
a Curie term in its strain-sus eptibility, while C44 does not have it. There
is not any other possibility (i.e., only non-Kramers doublet 3 ) to form the
4f -level s heme to satisfy the obtained results in a framework of the point
harge model.
Next, we omment on a dieren e of the behavior between the elasti
onstant C11 and (C11 C12 )/2. As we reported in the previous paper [10℄,
their temperature dependen es are somewhat dierent. Under magneti
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Fig. 2. The (HT ) phase diagram obtained from (C11 C12 )=2 in magneti elds
along the h110i dire tion, ombined with the magnetization measurement (Ref. [13℄).

elds below 2 T, C11 shows a dip stru ture around the transition temperature. It be omes larger by applying magneti elds similarly to that of
(C11 C12 )/2. However, the dip of C11 be omes smaller above 2 T. No transition and softening were observed above 3 T in C11 . This is likely to be
assigned to the dieren e of the elasti onstant. The longitudinal elasti
onstant C11 onsists of (C11 C12 )/2 and the bulk modulus CB . In most
ases, CB in reases monotoni ally with de reasing temperatures, unless a
valen e of rare-earth ions hanges. The value of C11 is mu h larger than
that of (C11 C12 )/2. Thus, we believe that the temperature dependen e of
C11 has a minimum at a ertain magneti eld. Furthermore, the dierent
dire tion of the applying magneti eld ae ts the transition eld and temperature, i.e., the magneti phase diagram. A tually, the boundary between
phase III and IV seen in C11 for H jjh100i was not found in (C11 C12 )/2
for H jjh110i.
Summarizing, we measured the elasti onstant (C11 C12 )/2 of skutterudite ompound PrFe4 P12 in magneti eld and, on this basis, have onstra ted its magneti phase diagram. From experiments we obtain the following on lusions:
(1) A pronoun ed elasti softening with lowering temperatures was found
in (C11 C12 )/2 under the magneti elds of 5 T. It seems that with applying magneti elds the non-Kramers doublet 3 be ame more stable as
4f -ground state of the Pr ion.
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(2) The behavior of (C11 C12 )/2 around the transition temperature in
magneti elds was somewhat dierent from that of C11 . A eld-indu ed
phase in C11 was not found in (C11 C12 )/2.
The measurements have been arried out in the Cryogeni Division of
the Center for Instrumental Analysis, Iwate University. This work was supported in part by the Grant-in-Aid for S ienti Resear h from the Ministry
of Edu ation, Sport, S ien e and Culture of Japan.
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